furthermore for any i and any x e U i9 φ t (x 9 0) = x.
The following is a closely related concept. A closed embedding i:N->M is said to be locally flat (of codimension n) if for each x o eN there is an open neighborhood U of # 0 in N and an open embedding h: U x R n -+ M such that A(α, 0) = i(x) for all xeU. If £7" can be taken to be all of N 9 then the embedding is said to be flat. It is an immediate consequence of the definition that if N has a tubular neighborhood in M, then the inclusion N' ~* M is locally flat. Thus, for example, a wild knot in R z cannot have a tubular neighborhood. (For a discussion of local flatness and tameness, see also [1] .)
In case M and N are differentiable manifolds there are naturally defined notions of tangent and normal vector bundles, and most questions can be answered in terms of these structures. In particular, every smooth embedding is locally flat, and in the smooth category every submanifold has a tubular neighborhood.
The problem is somewhat more difficult in the case of finite dimensional topological manifolds. Not all locally flatly embedded manifolds need have tubular neighborhoods, as is demonstrated by the counterexamples by Rourke and Sanderson [18] and by Hirsch [9] . The following results are known for M and N finite dimen- sional manifolds and N-+M locally flat of codimension n. The collaring theorem of Brown [1] implies that if n = 1, then N has a tubular neighborhood. Kirby and Siebenmann [12] have shown that if n = 2 and dim N Φ 2, then N has a tubular neighborhood. Milnor [17] proved the stable existence of tubular neighborhoods, that is, if the integer k is sufficiently large, then N x {0} has a tubular neighborhood in M x R k . Stern [19] has proved a stronger result for large codimension, namely, if n ^ dim N -j -1 and n ^ 5 + j, where j = 0,1, 2, then N has a tubular neighborhood.
The purpose of this paper is to investigate similar questions where M and N are Q-manifolds, that is, manifolds modeled on the Hubert cube Q. Here is our first main result. The case m = 0 has been proved previously by Chapman [3] . The answer to the following is not known.
Question. If "Q x R
m " is replaced by "a contractible Q-manifold N" in the statement of Theorem 1, is the theorem still true?
Brown's theorem applies to Q-manifolds, so it is known that if iV-> M is locally fiat of codimension 1, then N has a tubular neighborhood. Our second main result is a Q-manifold version of the Kirby-Siebenmann codimension 2 theorem. THEOREM 
If (M, N) is a Q-manifold pair and the inclusion N -^ M is locally flat of codimension 2, then N has a tubular neighborhood. Furthermore any two such tubular neighborhoods are isotopic as normal microbundles.
The uniqueness part of this statement means that if p t : E t -• N, i = 1, 2, define the tubular neighborhoods, then there is a homeomorphism h:M-+M such that h = id on N, h is isotopic to id rel N 9 and there exists some open neighborhood U of N in E 1 such that h(U) c E 2 and p 2 h = p ι on [/.
We note in conclusion that Chapman [4] has recently proved that there exists a codimension 3 locally flat embedding N ^ M of a Q-manifold such that N has no tubular neighborhood and, moreover, no stabilization N x {0} -> Λf x iϋ fe has a tubular neighborhood. The paper is organized as follows. Section 2 consists of preliminaries including a summary of the basic results from Q-manifold theory and bundle theory which will be used subsequently. Section 3 develops some new Q-manifold results. In particular Theorem 3.2 is a relative version of the notion of Z-set unknotting, a concept introduced by R. D. Anderson in the study of the Hubert cube and one which has been central to the study of Q-manifolds. This particular theorem will be used in the proof of Theorem 1.
The main technical aspects of Theorems 1 and 2 are proved in §4. The proofs of the theorems themselves are then contained in § §5 and 6 respectively. 2Φ Preliminaries* All spaces are locally compact, separable and metric unless otherwise specified. We use the standard notation R n , B n and S"" 1 to mean ^-dimensional Euclidean space, the unit w-ball and the unit (n -l)-sphere respectively. We also use ||&|| to denote the Euclidean norm of a point x.
If f, g: X-+ Y are maps and a is an open cover of Y, then we say that / is a-close to g provided that for each xe X there is some U 6 a such that both f(x) and g{x) are elements of U. We say that a homotopy F t : f ~ g is an a-homotopy and that / and g are ahomotopic (denoted f ~ g) provided that for each xe X there is some U x ea such that {F t (x):0<,t^l}aU x .
A proper map is a map for which inverse images of compact sets are compact. Such notions as proper homotopy and proper homotopy equivalence are defined in anology with the corresponding notions from the ordinary homotopy category. A proper map f:X-*Y is an a-equivalence if there is a proper homotopy inverse g: Y-+X so that fg is ahomotopic to id γ and gf is /~1(α)-homotopic to id x , where f~ι(a) -{f-\U)= Uea}.
We represent the Hubert cube Q as the countably infinite product of closed intervals [ -1,1] . A space M is a Q-manifold if it has a basis consisting of elements which are homeomorphic to open subsets of Q. Many Q-manifold results involve the [notion of a Z-set. A closed set A in a space X is a Z-set in X if, given any open cover a of X, there is a map /:
Our basic reference for Q-manifold theory is [2] , which should be consulted by a reader interested in more details. For convenience we list some of the basic machinery which will be used frequently in the sequel. [2, Theorem 19.4 We will also freely use the terminology associated with fiber bundles in standard references such as Husemoller [11] and the notion of microbundle as defined by Milnor [16] . Related concepts concerning microbundles may be found in [15] .
Z-set unknotting
If M is an m-dimensional topological manifold or a Q-manifold, and N is a submanifold of M, then a normal microbundle for N in M consists of an open neighborhood E of N and a retraction p: E-+N so that N^ E -> N is a microbundle. Thus every tubular neighborhood is a normal microbundle. As a consequence of the Kister-Mazur theorem [13] , every normal microbundle contains a tubular neighborhood. Thus the notions are equivalent so long as we are free to pass to a smaller neighborhood. (The versions of the Kister-Mazur theorem proved by Kister [13] and by KuiperLashof [15] include the hypothesis that the base space is a polyhedron. We need the base space to be a Q-manifold. Such a result is readily proved from Kister's result, and, in any case, the generalized version of the theorem proved by Holm [10] is certainly broad enough for our purposes.) 3* ^-sets in a locally flatly embedded Q-manifold* The purpose of this section is to establish Theorem 3.2, a relative version of Z-set unknotting. That is, we show that if N is a locally flatly embedded submanifold of a Q-manifold M, then Z-set unknotting in N can be extended to a homeomorphism of M which preserves N.
Lemma 3.1 is a technical tool used in the proof of Theorem 3.2. It will also be used in its own right in the sequel. LEMMA 3. where ( 3 ) 0 < α x < < α fc < 2/3 and 1/3 < δi < • -< δ fc < We choose numbers ί 0 = 1/3 < t t < < t k = 2/3 so that y , 6,0 Π (α i , fcFor any fixed choice of i and for each choice of j from 1 to ί;, it follows from a standard Tietze extension argument that there is a homeomorphism
which has compact support and is such that θ(x, t ά _ x ) = (a?, ίy) for all xeU t . The geometry is illustrated by the following picture.
•0~id here
Ί-ι
It is, moreover, clear that 0 can be extended to a homeomorphism on gij(V t x (αy, δy) x iϋ Λ ) whose support is a compact subset of W. Thus, extending by the identity, we obtain a homeomorphism of pairs
has the property that f t (x, 1/3) = (a?, 2/3) for all xe U t . Now we construct h by piecing together the / t . That is, we construct a finite sequence of homeomorphisms h λ = f lf h 2 , , h m = h of (Λf, JSΓ x /) onto itself such that h t (x, 1/3) = (x, 2/3) for all a? 6 U x U U Ui and such that pji^x, t) -x for all (x, t)eNxI, where PJ. is projection on the first coordinate of N x I.
We note that h t = / x has the desired properties. The following picture illustrates how h i+1 is constructed from h t .
Mil)
The details of the formal construction are again routine and are left to the reader.
Case 2. JV is locally compact. Represent N as the union of two closed subsets A and B, where A = JjΓ=i Λ, B = UΓ=i #* and {AJ and {B t } are collections of pairwise disjoint compact subsets of JV. Applying Case 1 to each of the A t separately, we obtain a homeomorphism /: (M, N x I) -> (AT, JV x /) so that /(α, 1/3) = (a?, 2/3) for all x e A. Then we can apply the same techniques as before to define a family of homeomorphisms g t so that gJix, 1/3) = (x, 2/3) for all xeAuBi.
Moreover, since the B t are disjoint, the g t can be chosen with disjoint supports, so the infinite composition is a well defined homeomorphism g. Therefore, h = gf is the desired homeomorphism. THEOREM 
Let M and N be Q-manifolds with the inclusion i:N--> M a locally flat embedding, and let A and B be Z-sets in N. Iff:A->Bis a homeomorphism which is properly homotopic to the identity in N, then there is a homeomorphism h: (M, N) -> (M, N)
with h\A = /.
It is an elementary exercise to show that there is a homeomorphism <p: REMARK. The reader may observe that our Theorem 3.2 makes no mention of the cover control frequently associated with Z-set unknotting. The theorem as stated is sufficient for our later use, but a full analogy of Theorem 19.4 of [2] complete with cover control can be proved by imitating the techniques used in Chapter IV of [2] and slightly modifying the above proofs. 4* Two meshing lemmas. In this section we develop the main technical results which will be used in the proofs of Therem 1 and Theorem 2. Lemma 4.3 will be used to mesh trivial microbundles of arbitrary codimension and Lemma 4.7 will be used to mesh arbitrary microbundles of codimension 2.
The proofs of these lemmas will both rely on the notion of a pinched tube. We now define this construction for a trivial tube. A similar construction for a codimension 2 tube will be given later.
Let (ilf, JV) be a Q-manifold pair. Suppose N is homeomorphic to Q x R m for some m ^ 1. A trivial tubular neighborhood for such a manifold N is then defined by a homeomorphism We shall call (E, p, B) the pinched tube determined by the embedding / and the map r. We shall also refer to r as the pinching function for the tube and call A = {f (q, x, y) 
We will also need the following recent result by Chapman. 
THEOREM 4.2 ([5, Theorem 1]). For each open cover a of a Qmanίfold B there is an open cover β of B so that if p: E' -> B is a fiber bundle, with fiber a compact ANR for which τc ί of each component is free or free abelian, then any p"\β)-equivalence from a Q-manίfold M to E is p~x(a)-homotopic to a homeomorphism.
Proof. The proof depends on consideration of three pinched tubes. In accordance with the notation introduced above let 
(X is the shaded region of the picture.) Let Π = /(Q x 2£ w x i2 w ) and let p:D' -* B be the natural retraction defined by pf(q, x, y) = f(q, x f 0) = (g, a?, 0). Assertion 1. The inclusion i: A 2 ^^ X is a proper homotopy equivalence. Moreover, if a is an open cover of B, then the pinched tubes can be chosen so that i has a homotopy inverse u:X->A 2 which is a p~1(α)-equivalence.
We prove the assertion by defining u directly. Let p: U -B-> A 2 be the natural fiber preserving retraction and let σ: E λ ->-E 3 be the natural fiber preserving homeomorphism which fixes B and which carries A x to A 3 . (See Proposition 4.1.) Then u = pσ is the desired homotopy inverse.
Let σ t :E γ -+ E γ be a fiber preserving homotopy such that σ 0 -id and σ x -σ. Define a retraction p x : E 1 -B -• X by p^ -p on E 2 -B and ^ = id on E 1 -E 2 . Note that /Ooy. id^2 ~ ui in A 2 and ^oy. ΐώ x ci w in X. It is routine to show that pσ t is a ί?~1(α)-homotopy and that p 1 σ i is a (ί?u)" 
on E 2 and (2) ΛJL is p~1(α)-close to the identity.
Proof. In view of Assertion 1, we apply Theorem 4.2. That is, for any open cover β of B the pinched tubes can be chosen so that there exists a homeomorphism g:X^A 2 which is p~\a)-homotopic to the previously defined map u. It then follows from the stability of Q-manif olds that there is a homeomorphism g: X -> A 2 x I such that g is π^^-homotopic to the embedding u x 0, where π is defined by π(x, t) = p(x).
We will now use Z-set unknotting to modify g so that g \ A 2 = id x 0. All that is needed is to recall from the proof of Assertion 1 that we may require u\A 2 to be p~1(/3)-homotopic to the identity on A 2 . Thus g ~ u x 0 ~ id x 0 on A 2 by homotopies with arbitrarily fine horizontal control. Therefore by controlled Z-set unknotting there is a correcting homeomorphism having the same cover control. Now the proof of the assertion follows quickly. The pinching function r 2 was chosen so that f~ι{E 2 ) c E λ . Moreover, it is clear that the homeomorphism indicated in Proposition 4.1(2) can be used to construct a homeomorphism ψ: f~\A^) x / -»E γ -f~γ{E 2 ) which is fiber preserving (with respect to projection p t ) and such that , 0) = x. Thus we construct h λ as follows.
f~\A 2 ) x J -JL> ^ -f~\E 2 ) .
Now extend h γ to all of E 1 by means of f~\ It is clear that we can require that ph λ be α-close to p by requiring that the cover β be sufficiently fine and that the values of the pinching functions be chosen sufficiently small.
We are now ready to complete the proof of the lemma. Since and r is radial retraction. Since B is contractible, φ is a homotopy equivalence. Therefore φ is homotopic to either the identity or the orientation reversing map on S n~ι . Define a map η:Bx S^1 -> B x S^1 by rj(b, x) = (π^(δ, a?), 9>(&)) where ^i is projection onto B. Clearly rj is fiber homotopic to h in Bx(B n -{0}). Moreover, since h γ has been chosen so that πjί is close to π 19 it follows easily from well known properties of ANRs that πjί a π x by means of a small homotopy. Therefore either η ~ id or rj ~ %d x α, and, in either case, the homotopy has arbitrarily fine horizontal control.
Since x α) on E x . Thus h -id on A x , and if the cover α is sufficiently fine near Q x 2S m~1 x {0}, it is clear that h extends to Q x 2S m~1 x {0} and thus to the rest of Q x R m x R n by means of the identity. If ε = r 2 (0), it is trivial to check that h has the required properties.
The proof of our next main lemma depends upon a similar program using pinched tubes constructed from arbitrary codimension 2 tubular neighborhoods.
While regarding tubular neighborhoods as fiber bundles, we have not emphasized the role of the structure group of the bundle and have implicitly assumed that it is the group of all homeomorphisms on R n which fix the origin. It follows, however, from a noted result of Kneser [14] that if an i? 2 -bundle admits this structure group, then it also admits as structure group the orthogonal group 0(2). Our use of this result is confined to noting that, for any i2 2 -bundle p: E-> B with 0-section, there exists a family of coordinate charts <p t such that if xeE and <Pi(p(x), y) -x, then \\y\\ depends only on x and not on the particular choice of index i. We will denote this value by HccH,.
This observation is the key to the construction of codimension 2 pinched tubes. Let C be a compact Q-manifold, let D be a tubular neighborhood of C x R with retraction p: D-> C x R, and let B = C x ( -2, 2). Then for any choice of a pinching function r: ( -2, 2) -• (0, oo) (having the properties listed earlier), we construct a pinched tube (E, p\E,B) by defining E = {x e D: p(x) = (y, t)eB and \\x\\ p ^ r(ί)} .
In an analogous fashion we define the boundary of E to be A = {xeE:\\x\\ p = r(t)}.
The following is the analogue to Proposition 4.1.
PROPOSITION 4.4. Let (E,p\E,B) be a pinched tube constructed from a codίmension 2 tube as described above.
( Conclusions (1) and (2) are immediate consequences of the definitions. Conclusion (3) can be proved by a routine Tietze extension proof using the orthogonality of the structure group. The details are left to the reader.
We will also need the corollary to the following lemma. The lemma itself is well known in bundle theory. Proof. Triangulate B as P x Q where P is a locally finite polyhedron. Let E t = pτ\P x {0}), i = 1, 2, and let r: B -* P x {0} be a deformation retraction. It follows readily from the homotopy properties of bundles (see Chapter 4 of [11] , especially Theorem 9.9) that pi. We are now ready to prove our second main meshing lemma. 
E t -> B is isomorphic to the induced bundle r*(p<): r*(E t ) -> B, where r*(E t ) = {(x, b)eE { x B: p t (x)
=
-sections. Then there exists a homeomorphism h: D -» D such that (a) h has compact support, (b) h = id on M x R, and (c) h is a microbundle isomorphism over M x [-1, 1] (that is, there is a neighborhood U of M x [ -1,1] in D such that h(U)aD' and p'h = p on U).
Proof. 2 [6, Theorem 6 .1] such a fiber preserving homotopy equivalence is in fact a fiber homotopy equivalence. Thus by Corollary 4.6, H x is fiber homotopic to the desired homeomorphism /.
Let /: E 2 -> E 3 be the natural extension of / from a fiber preserving homeomorphism between S^bundles to a fiber preserving homeomorphism between the associated D 2 -bundles. Proof. The proof is virtually the same as the proof of Assertion 2 in Lemma 4.3, so we indicate only the necessary modifications.
In order to obtain conditions (2) and (3), the only modifications are to replace, of course, f~x with / and to redefine ψ to be the natural homeomorphism ψ: A 3 x J-> E 1 -E 3 .
In order to obtain condition (1), we incorporate the following into the Z-set unknotting. We choose as before the homeomorphism g: X-> A 2 x / so that g\A 2 ~ u x 0 and g\A x ~ u x 1. Now since r^/on A 2f f~xτ ^ ΐc£ on A 2 . Furthermore, recall that σ{A x ) -A 3 , where σ is the previously defined fiber preserving homeomorphism, and that τp ~ id on A z . Therefore
Moreover, all of these homotopies have been shown to have arbitrarily fine horizontal control. Therefore, the controlled Z-set unknotting yields a modified g so that g\A 2 -id x 0 and g\A γ -f~ισ x 1. All other details are as before.
Now we complete the proof of the lemma. Let h 2 :E 1 -^E 1 be the natural fiber preserving (with respect to p x ) extension of h^A^ Define h: Έ-+Έ by h = hτ ι h t . Then h = id on A x and pΛ, is arbitrarily close to p. Thus / & can be extended continuously by the identity to all of D. It is easy to verify that h is the desired homeomorphism.
We conclude this section with the statement of an alternate version of the second meshing lemma. This version will be used in proving the uniqueness part of Theorem 2. The proof, including the preliminary constructions, is the same as the proof of Lemma 4.7 with the following exception. The base space for the pinched tubes is taken to be an arbitrary Q-manifold. Consequently, the closure of the pinched tubes in the total space of the given bundle need not be compact, so the conclusion that h have compact support is removed.
LEMMA 4.8. Let B be a Q-manifold and let p k :E k ->B, k = l, 2, be R 2 -bundles such that E 2 c E λ and such that β^ E k is a 0-sectίon. This completes the second step in the proof.
Let a be an open cover of B and let U be a neighborhood of B in E x . Then there exists a homeomorphism h: E 1 -^ E γ such that (a) h is supported in U, (b) h is pz ι (a)-close to the identity f (c) h = id on B, and (d) h is a microbundle isomorphism over B.

Proof of
The proof will be complete once we extend the product embedding over the R m factor. This is obtained by a sequence of engulfings. 6. Proof of Theorem 2* The proof of Theorem 2 is broken into three parts. Theorem 6.1 is a special case of the existence portion of the theorem, Theorem 6.2 is the general existence theorem, and Theorem 6.4 is the uniqueness part of the theorem. For the inductive step, assume the theorem to be true for any polyhedron L such that dim L = n and consider a specific case in which dim K = n + 1. Without loss of generality we assume K = jζn (j jn+i w h ere jζ» i s the space of the ^-skeleton of K and A n+ι is a single (n + l)-simplex.
Let 
. It is geometrically obvious that K n expands to L by an elementary expansion so the inclusion K n ^ L is a simple homotopy equivalence. (See Chapter VIII of [2] for an explanation of the terminology.) Therefore, by a theorem of West [2, Theorem 29.4] , L x Q is homeomorphic to
). The trivial tube structure implies that M 2 is a Q-manifold. Moreover, the inclusion L x Q c^ M 2 is locally flat, so by the induction hypothesis there is a tubular neighborhood E of L x Q in M 2 . Let p: E -* L x Q be the associated retraction.
We wish to use our second meshing lemma to mesh the trivial tube over A with E.
is isomorphic as a normal microbundle to the restriction of p~\B), we may assume without loss of generality that p~\B)czφ (B x R 2 ) . Then by Lemma 4.7 there is a homeomorphism h:
Because of (1) Here is a picture.
It is easy to check that p is well defined and that K x Q<=^ E ^> if x Q is a normal microbundle. Therefore, by the Kister-Mazur theorem, E contains a tubular neighborbood of K x Q. from Theorem 6.1 that each B t x Q has a tubular neighborhood E t in M. For each i, E t and E i+1 can be meshed to form a normal microbundle for {Bt U B i+ί ) x Q by a procedure similar to that used in the proof of Theorem 6.1. Moreover, it is clear that the meshing homeomorphisms can be chosen so as to have disjoint supports. Therefore, the E t can be meshed to form a normal microbundle and hence a tubular neighborhood for all of K x Q.
In order to prove uniqueness we need the following relative version of the local contractibility of the homeomorphism group of a Q-manifold. It follows from the Fathi-Visetti deformation theorem [8] in the same way that the corresponding finite dimensional result follows from the Edwards-Kirby deformation theorem (see [7, Remark 7.2] Proof. Let jv. E 1 ->N and p 2 : E 2 -^N determine tubular neighborhoods for N. Lemma 4.8 provides a microbundle isomorphism h between the tubes. We wish to use Lemma 6.3 to conclude that h is isotopic to the identity modulo N. It is thus necessary to show that h can be chosen orbitrarily close to the identity.
Since N has neighborhoods which are locally products of open sets of N with R 2 , a map is close to the identity near N if it is close to the identity with respect to this product structure. A map is in turn close to the identity in the R z factor if it is the identity at the origin and is supported on a sufficiently small neighborhood of the origin. The following is the precise statement we need. Its proof is a routine continuity argument.
Let a be an open cover of M. Then there exists a neighborhood U of N in M and there exists an open cover β of N so that a map f:M->M is α-close to id whenever the following conditions are satisfied.
(1) / = id on N.
(2) /is supported on U.
